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Abstract 
Honkala, J., On generalized DTOL systems and their fixed points, Theoretical Computer Science 127 
(1994) 269-286. 
We study a generalization of DTOL systems obtained by considering noncommutative polynomials 
together with mappings attaching a morphism to each variable. We call the least fixed points of such 
pairs generalized DTOL languages and study their basic properties. 
1. Introduction 
L systems were introduced by Lindenmayer in 1968 as models of biological 
development. Since then L systems have become an essential part of formal language 
theory, see [7,12,13]. Mathematically, the theory of L systems constitutes a signifi- 
cant part of the theory of finitely generated free monoids. 
In this paper we study a generalization of L systems. By a generalized DTOL system 
we mean a triple G = (C, R, q), where C is a finite alphabet and R is a noncommutative 
polynomial over an infinite alphabet of variables and constants. Furthermore, qn is 
a mapping which attaches to each variable of R an endomorphism of Z * and to each 
constant a word over C. The language L(G) of G is obtained as the least fixed point 
of G. By definition, the language L is a$xed point of G if L equals the language which 
is obtained when in R each variable x is replaced by the language q(x)(L), each 
constant c by the word q(c), each product is interpreted as catenation and each sum as 
union. It is easy to see that in this sense DOL languages are least fixed points of the 
polynomial R(x)=c+x. Analogously, DTOL languages are least fixed points of the 
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polynomials R(x~,...,x,)=c+x~+~..+x,, @al). A great variety of new classes of 
L systems is obtained because constants and nonlinear terms are allowed. 
Our work has a close connection to earlier work by Ruohonen concerning language 
equations involving morphisms, see [14-161. Ehrenfeucht et al. have also studied 
equations of the form h(L)=g(L), see [4-6,173. However, the theory of these equa- 
tions turns out to be very different from the theory of generalized DTOL systems. 
An outline of the contents of the paper follows. Section 2 contains the definitions of 
generalized DTOL systems and their fixed points. In Section 3 a characterization for 
the fixed points of a generalized DTOL system is given and some conditions guaran- 
teeing the uniqueness of the fixed point are deduced. In Section 4 some basic decision 
properties of generalized DTOL systems are established. Section 5 contains a non- 
trivial upper bound for the subword complexity of languages generated by generalized 
DTOL systems having certain additional properties. This result sheds light upon the 
effect of nonlinear terms in generalized DTOL systems. In Section 6 various general- 
izations and modifications of the approach adopted in this paper are discussed. Also 
some open problems are pointed out. 
2. Definitions and examples 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions concerning formal 
languages and L systems (see [12, IS]). To fix our terminology, however, we specify 
the following. 
The free monoid (resp. free semigroup) generated by an alphabet I: is denoted by C * 
(resp. C’). The length of a word WEE* is denoted by Jw]. The length of the empty 
word h is zero. If WEC* and ~EC, the number of occurrences of CJ in w is denoted by 
1 w lb. Whenever convenient we denote the singleton {w> by w (w&Z*). 
A morphism h : Z * -+ d * is specified by the images of the letters of C. The morphism 
h is nonerasing if the empty word is not the image of any letter. The set of the 
morphisms h: C*-tC* is denoted by Horn(C). If heHorn( a letter OEC is termed 
h-growing (resp. h-bounded) if the length sequence Ih”(o)l is unbounded (resp. 
bounded). The morphism heHorn is everywhere growing if 1 h(o)\ 2 2 for any cr~C. If 
hEHorn and C, CC, we say that h permutes the letters of Z1 if h(Z,)cC, and the 
restriction of h to C1 is bijective. The morphism heHorn is permutation-free if there 
is no nonempty subset C, of C such that h permutes the letters of Cr. 
A DOL system is a triple G =(C, h, w), where C is a finite alphabet, h : C*+C* is 
a morphism and WEC* is a word. G generates the sequence (h”(w)),,, and the 
language 
L(G)= {h”(w) ( n>O). 
Two DOL systems G1 =(Ct, hi, wr) and G2 =(CZ, hZ, w2) are sequence equioalent if 
hl(w,)=hl(w,) 
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holds for every n>O. G, and Gz are language equivalent if L(G,)=L(G,). The 
sequence equivalence and language equivalence problems are decidable for DOL 
systems (see [12]). A DOL system with ajnite axiom set, abbreviated as an FDOL 
system, is a construct G=(C, h, wl, . ., w,,), where (wl, . . . . w,} is a finite nonempty 
subset of C* and, for every Wi, G(Wi) =(C, h, wi) is a DOL system. The language 
generated by G is defined by 
L(G)= fi L(G(wi)). 
i=l 
A DOL system with immigration (shortly, ImDOL system) is a triple G = (Z, h, B), where 
C is a finite alphabet, h : Z‘*-+C * is a morphism and B is a finite subset of C*. The 
language L(G) generated by an ImDOL system G =(C, h, B) is defined by 
L(G)={b,h(b,)...h”(b,)ln>O, bi~B}. 
(For ImDOL systems, see [lo, 19,9].) A DTOL system is a triple G=(C,H, w), where 
H is a finite nonempty set of morphisms and, for every hEH, (C, h, w) is a DOL system. 
The language L(G) generated by G is defined by 
L(G)={xEZ*lx=hI...h,(w), where k30 and h,,...,hkEH}. 
Let C be a finite alphabet. A word u is a subword of VEC* if there are words 
u1,u2~C* such that v=uluuz. For a word VEC” and a positive integer k, subkv is the 
set of the subwords of v of length k. If LEE* we denote 
subk L = u sub, v. 
VSL 
If G = (C, h, w) is a DOL system, there exists a positive integer c such that 
card(sub, L(G))dck’ 
for every positive integer k. If G = (2, H, w) is a DTOL system and n = card(C) 3 2, then 
lim Ck card(sub, L(G))=0 
k-cc 
(see [1,3,12]). Here card(A) stands for the cardinality of the set A. 
Suppose now that Z is an alphabet, possibly infinite, and A is a semiring. The 
semiring of (formal) noncommutative polynomials over C with coefficients in A is 
denoted by A (Z * ). The Boolean semiring B = ((0, l), + , . ) is defined by 0 + 0 = 0, 
0+ 1= 1+0= I+ 1= 1. Hence, if RcIEB(C*), R is a formal sum of words over C. If 
REEI (C*), the support of R, denoted by supp(R), is the set of those words which have 
a nonzero coefficient in R. 
We now define the generalized DTOL systems and their fixed points. In what 
follows, C is always a finite alphabet. 
Suppose C is a denumerably infinite alphabet of constants and X is a denumerably 
infinite alphabet of variables. It is assumed that CnX=@. On the other hand, it is 
often convenient to assume that Z c C. 
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Definition 2.1. A (homomorphic) interpretation over C is a mapping q from XuC 
into C*uHom(C) such that 
cp(x)EHom(C) if xeX, 
cp(c)~Z* if EC. 
Furthermore, if CJEC~C it is assumed that q(a) = 0. The restriction of cp to X (resp. C) 
is denoted by qx (resp. cpc). 
The mapping cpc is extended to the morphism 
cp,:(xuc)*-t(xuc)* 
by cpc(x)=x for XEX. The morphism ‘pc is extended to the semiring morphism 
cpc: !3((xuc)*)-+B((xuc)*). 
Hence, if REE((XUC)*), the polynomial cpc(R)~Ei((XuC)*) is obtained by replac- 
ing each constant CEC by the word q(c)~C*. 
Definition 2.2. A generalized DTOL system (shortly, gDTOL system) is a triple (2, R, q), 
where Z is a finite alphabet, R(xl, . . . . x,)~lE!( (XuC)*) and cp is an interpretation 
over C. A gDTOL system (C, R, q) is a generalized DOL system, shortly gDOL system, if 
R is a noncommutative polynomial in one variable. 
In this paper we are going to study the fixed points of generalized DTOL systems. 
Before the formal definition, we need a notation. 
Suppose P(xl, . . . . x&EE((XuC)*) and L1,LZ, . . ..L.sC*. The language 
P(L1, . . . , L,,) is defined recursively as follows: 
O(L,, . . ..L.)=0, 
w(L1, ...) L,)= w, WEC *, 
Xi(L1, ...y Lfi)=Li, 1 bidn, 
(P1+P,)(L,,...,L,)=P,(L,,...,L,)uP,(L,,...,L,), 
(P,P*)(&, . . ..L.)=P1(&, .*., L,)P2(&,...,L”)> P1,PzE~<(Xu.V*). 
Here P1(L1, . . . . L,)P2(L1, . . . . L,) stands for the catenation of the languages 
p1 (L 1, . . . . L,) and P2(L1, . . . . L,). 
Definition 2.3. Suppose G =(C, R, cp) is a gDTOL system. Denote cpc(R)= 
P(xl, . . ..x.). The language LGC* is ajixed point of G if 
L=P(h,(L), . . ..h.(L)). 
Here hi = q(q), 1~ i < n. L is a fixed point of the polynomial R if there exists a gDTOL 
system (C, R, q) whose fixed point L is. 
In general, a gDTOL system has infinitely many fixed points. 
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Example 2.4. Let R(x)= w +x, where WEZ *. Define the interpretation cp by taking 
Q(X) to be the identity morphism. Then L_cZ* is a fixed point of (C,R, cp) if and only 
if WEL. 
If G = (C, R, cp) is a gDTOL system, the least fixed point of G always exists. By 
definition, the fixed point L of G is the leastfixed point of G if LE L1, whenever L1 is 
a fixed point of G. For the proof, denote cpc(R) = P(xl , . . . ,x,,), hj = q(xj), 1 <<j 6 n, and 
define 
W, = c *nsLlpp(P), 
wi+l=~UP(h,(wi),...,h,(Wi)), i>O 
and 
W= u Wi. 
i20 
Lemma 2.5. W is the least fixed point of G. 
Proof. Suppose L is a fixed point of (C, R, q). 
L=P(h,(L), . . ..h.(L)). 
Then 
It follows inductively that WgL. On the other hand, 
P(~,(W),...,~,(W))=W~UU P(h,(Wi),...,h,(Wi))= IJ w=W. 
iZ0 i20 
Therefore, W is the least fixed point of (C, R, cp). q 
Notice that Lemma 2.5 gives an explicit characterization of the least fixed point and 
shows that the least fixed point is obtained by iteration. 
Example 2.6. Denote C = (a, b, c) and define the projection h, : Z*--*o* (FEZ). Denote 
R(x,,x2,xJ)=abc+axlbx2cx3. Define q by q(xl)=ha, q(x2)=hb, cp(x,)=h,. Then 
the least fixed point of (C, R, cp) is the regular language abcuaa+bb+cc+. 
The motivation to study the least fixed points of (homomorphic) interpretations of 
noncommutative polynomials is partly due to the fact that these languages are natural 
generalizations of deterministic developmental languages. 
Example 2.7. Suppose G =(C, h, w) is a DOL system. Denote L =L(G). Then 
L = wuh(L) and L is the least language with this property. Therefore, if R(x) = w + x 
and q(x)= h, then L(G) is the least fixed point of (C,R, cp). 
Conversely, suppose R(x)= w +x, where WEE* and q(x)= h. Then the least fixed 
point of (Z, R, q) is generated by the DOL system (C, h, w). 
Analogously, the least fixed points of the polynomials R(x) = cl + ... + c, +x (ciEC) 
are the languages generated by DOL systems with finite axiom sets. 
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Example 2.8. Suppose G = (C, { hl, . . , h, ), w) is a DTOL system. Denote L=L(G). 
Then 
and L is the least language with this property. Therefore, if R(x,, . . . . xn)= 
w+x1+ ... +x, and the interpretation q is defined by Cp(xi) = hi, 1 <i < n, then L(G) is 
the least fixed point of (C, R, cp). 
Conversely, suppose R(x~,...,x,)=w+x~+~~~+x,,, where wgC* and cp(xi)=hi, 
1 did n. Then the least fixed point of (C, R, cp) is generated by the DTOL system 
6% (A,, . ‘. > hl), 4. 
Example 2.9. The least fixed points of polynomials of the form 
R(x)=w,+~~~+w,+(wl+~~~+w,)x 
(WiEC*) are the ImDOL languages studied in [lo, 19,9]. 
Motivated by Examples 2.7-2.9, we adopt the following definition. 
Definition 2.10. Suppose G = (C, R, cp) is a generalized DTOL system. The [anguage 
L(G) generated by G is the least fixed point of G. A language L is a generalized DTOL 
language if there exists a gDTOL system G =(C, R, cp) such that L = L(G). 
3. A characterization of the fixed points 
In this section all morphisms are supposed to be nonerasing. We characterize the 
fixed points of a gDTOL system. As a consequence, we obtain conditions guaranteeing 
the uniqueness of the fixed point. Ruohonen [14] gave such a characterization for the 
solutions of the system of equations of the form 
I 
X1=al,(Xl)+...+o,,(X,)+L1, 
t X,=o,,(X1)+...+o,,(X,)+L,. 
Here L1, . ., L, are arbitrary languages and the bij)S are morphism sums. Our 
characterization uses ideas from [14]. 
Assume that G=(C, R, cp) is a gDTOL system. Denote cpc(R)=P(xl, . . . . x,) and 
q(xi)=hi (1 dibn). If UE.Z* the sets q(U) and L(U) are defined as follows: 
W,(U)= Uu(C*nsupp(P)), 
wi+l(u)= wi(“)uP(hl(K(u)), ...,h,(wi(U))), i>,O 
and 
L(U)= lJ Wi(U). 
i>O 
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose G=(Z, R, ~0) is a gDTOL system, cpc(R)=P(xI, . . . , x,) and 
cp(xi) = hi, where hi is nonerasing (1 < i < n). Furthermore, suppose P(x, , . . . , x,) = 
x,+...+xk+P1(x1,..., x,) where no term of PI belongs to X. Define the set Vi by 
Z.Ji = fu~C + ( there exist i, , . . . , i, such that hi, hi,. . . hi,(u) = u, 
l<iI,...,i,<k and ~31). 
Furthermore, define Vi = (A} $P has a term belonging to X ‘. Otherwise Ui = 8. Finally, 
denote U, = U~uU~. Then ifL is a fixed point of G there exists a subset U of VA such 
that L= L(U). Conversely, lfU E U, then L(U) is a$xed point of G. The least jixed point 
of G is L((b) and the greatestjixed point is L(U,). Furthermore, U, is a regular language. 
Proof. The idea in the proof of the first claim can be intuitively described as ancestor 
tracing. 
Suppose L is a fixed point of G. Denote U = LA U,. Clearly L(U) _C L. We have to 
show that LC L(U). Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a word WEL- L(U). 
Choose the word w such that the length of w is minimal. If AEL, the empty word 
belongs to C*nsupp(P) or P has a term belonging to X+. In both cases AEL(U). 
Hence w # 13. Denote 
D=L-{u~Z*)there exist vEPl(hl(L),...,h,(L)) and 
hi,, . . . , hi, (t 2 0) such that u = hi, . . . hi,(v) and 
l<i , l,...,i,dkj. 
Clearly WED. Therefore, there exists hj,, 1 <jr < k, such that w= hj,(wl) for some 
wr EL. Clearly wr ED. Therefore, there exists hj,, 1 <<j, <k, such that w = hj, hj,(wz) for 
some w2 EL. Continuing in the same way, we find wj, w4, . . EL and hj,, hj,, . . . , 
1 ,< j, d k, such that 
w=hj,hj,...hj,,,(w,) 
for all m 3 1. Because hj,, hj,, . . are nonerasing, there exist positive integers r and 
q such that 
w,=h. Jr+, ...hj,.+q(Wr). 
Therefore, w,EU~. Because also w,EL, it follows that w,EU. But then WEL(U). This 
contradiction proves the first claim. 
For the proof of the second claim suppose that US U,. Then 
P@,@(U)), . ..> &(L(U)))= u P(h,(K(U)), . . ..h.(wi(U))) 
i>O 
={hil...hit(u)I~~U, t>l, l<ir ,..., i,dk} 
u(C*nsupp(P))uU P(h,(U/E(U)), . . ..MK(U))) 
i>O 
=ig WvJ)=L(U). 
Therefore, L( U ) is a fixed point of G. 
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It follows from the first two claims that L(g) (resp. t(U,)) is the least (resp. greatest) 
fixed point of G (see also Lemma 2.5). The last claim stating the regularity of UA is 
clear. Indeed, Vi is a finite union of sets of the form d ‘, where A is a subset of C. 0 
In general, the mapping U+L(U) is not one-to-one. 
Example 3.2. Denote C= (a, b, c} and R(x)=c +ac +x. Define the gDTOL system 
G=(C,R,q) by q(x)=h, where the morphism h:C*-+Z* is defined by h(a)=a’, 
h(b)=c, h(c)=b. Then UA=(b,c}*. The least fixed point L of G is 
L={a22”+’ bln>O}u{a 2’“~(n30}u{b,c}. 
The fixed points of G are the sets LuK, where K is a subset of {b,c}* such that 
h(K) = K. For each K E VA, L(K) = L(h(K)). Furthermore, L( {cl) = L(o). Therefore, 
the mapping U-+L(U) is not one-to-one. Notice that no word which contains each 
letter of C is in any fixed point of G. The reason is the lack of an ancestor. 
Corollary 3.3. With the notation and assumptions of Theorem 3.1, suppose that hI , . . . , hk 
are everywhere growing or P has no term belonging to X. Then either G has a unique 
fixed point or G has exactly twofixed points only one of which contains the empty word. 
The jrst case occurs if f~supp(P) or P has no term belonging to X +. 
Proof. In both cases the set Ui is empty. If h~supp(P), then L(g)= L((2j) is the 
unique fixed point of G. If P has no term belonging to X +, then L(0) is the unique 
fixed point of G. Finally, if h#supp(P) and P has a term belonging to X ‘, then G has 
the fixed points L(0) and L( (A}). Clearly, h#L(@) and kL((n}). tl 
More generally, G has a unique fixed point if and only if l-J, E L(G). It is an open 
problem whether or not this condition is decidable. 
Suppose L is the least fixed point of G. The fixed point L’ is finitely generated over 
L if there exists a finite set U such that L’ = L( U ). If L’ is finitely generated over L there 
exists a gDTOL system G’ such that L’ is the least fixed point of G’. It is an open 
problem whether or not one can decide if a suitably given fixed point is finitely 
generated over the least fixed point. 
Corollary 3.4. Given a gDTOL system G =(C, R, cp) such that each q(x) is nonerasing 
(xEX) and a regular language K, it is decidable whether or not K equals the greatest 
fixed point of G. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, K is the greatest fixed point of G if and only if U, E K and 
K=cpc(R)(h,(K), . . ..h.(K)). (Here cpc(R)=cpc(R)(x,,...,x,) and q(Xi)=hi, l<i<n.) 
Because U, is an effectively obtainable regular language, the first condition is 
decidable. The decidability of the second condition follows from the closure and 
decision properties of regular languages. q 
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4. Generalized DTOL languages: decidability results 
To start this section we show that gDTOL languages are recursive. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose G=(Z, R, q) is a given gDTOL system. Given a word UEC* it is 
decidable whether UEL(G). 
Proof. Denote m = (u I. If WEZ *, define WEC * recursively by 
- w,a if )wIla<mm, 
w1a= _ 
i Wl if lwll,>m, 
(wlEc*, ~EC). Suppose that U,=z for 1 <idk. Now, if wo, . . . . w,cC* and 
hr,...,h,EHom(C) and 
U=wohl(U1)wlhZ(UZ)...wk-1hk(Uk)wk 
and 
u’=wohl(u;)w,h,(u;)...w,_,h,(u;)w,, 
then U=a. Therefore, the set ($1 WEL(G)) can be computed effectively. The claim 
follows because UEL(G) if and only if UE{W) WEL(G)}. U 
The following theorem gives a normal form for gDTOL systems which often is 
useful. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose C is aJinite alphabet and R(xI , . . . , X,)E B ((XuC)*). Let a, b$Z 
be constants which do not have an occurrence in R. Then there exists a polynomial 
SEB ((XuC)* ) such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) Each nonconstant term of S belongs to aX*b. 
(ii) If G=(C, R,cp) is a gDTOL system there exists a gDTOL system G’=(Cu{a, b), 
S, cp’) such that L(G’) = aL(G)b. 
Proof. Suppose 
P 
W 1, . . ..Xn)=Cl +.” -kc,+ c cioxilcil . ..Xik.Ciki, 
i=l 
where c,,cij~C* and ki>l (ldtds, I<i<p, O<j<ki). Define 
s P 
S(Y 11% . . ..Ylkl. ...,Yplr...rYpr+)= c acrb+ c aYilYizYis...Yik,b. 
t=1 i=l 
Here Y,I, . . ..ylk 1, . . . . ypl, . . . . ypkp are pairwise distinct elements of X. Suppose now 
that G = (Z, R, cp) is a gDTOL system and denote q(Xij) = hij. Define @ by 
P’ (4 = a, co’@)=b, &(ct)=dct), (P’(Yij)=9ij3 
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where gij is defined by 
Clil(a)=V(ciO)9 gij(U)=i, ifj> 1, 
g,(b) = p(Cij) for all i, j, 
gij(a) = hij(o) for all i, j and OEC 
(1 <t d s, 1 d i < p, 1 d j d ki). By the definition of cp’ we have, for any L c ,Z *, 
L= 6 cP(c,)u 6 cp(cio)hil(L)~o(cil)hi,(L)...hi,i(L)cp(ci,,) 
t=1 i=l 
if and only if 
aLb= fi aq’(c,)bu \f: ugil(uLb)gia(uLb)...g+,(uLb)b. 
1=l i= 1 
Therefore, aL(G)b is the least fixed point of the gDTOL system G’=(,Zu{a, b}, S, $). 
This implies the claim. Cl 
By definition, a gDTOL system G =(C, R, cp) is linear if the degree of R in X is one. 
Linear gDTOL systems generalize DTOL systems in the sense that constants are 
allowed. As far as the languages generated by the systems are considered, this 
generalization is only apparent. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose G = (C, R, cp) is a linear gDTOL system such that L(G) # 8. Choose 
letters u, b such that a, b$C. Then uL(G)b is a DTOL language. 
Proof. By the definition of a linear gDTOL system there exist words Wi, Uj, Uj EC * and 
morphisms hjEHom(C) such that L(G) is the least language satisfying the equation 
L= fi WiU fi Ujhj(L)Oj. 
i=l j=l 
For each i (1 < i<p) define the morphism gi by 
gi(U)=UWib, gi(b)=gi(~)=;i, o~C. 
Furthermore, for each j (1 <j < q) define the morphism h> by 
h;(u)=uuj, h;(b) = Vj b, h;(o)=hj(o), OEC. 
Then L(G) is the least solution of the equation 
uLb=uw, bu fi gi(uLb)u 6 hj(uLb). 
i=l j=l 
Therefore, uL(G)b is a DTOL language (see Example 2.8). 0 
If G=(C, R, cp) is a gDTOL system, L(G) is empty if and only if C*nsupp(qc(R)) is 
empty. 
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Theorem 4.4. Given a gDTOL system G = (C, R, cp) it is decidable whether or not L(G) is 
injinite. 
Proof. If a and b are letters, L(G) is infinite if and only if aL(G)b is infinite. Therefore, 
by Theorem 4.2, we suppose, without loss of generality, that there exist a, bEC such 
that each nonconstant term of R belongs to a {x1,. . . , x,}*b. We suppose also that C is 
the minimal alphabet of L(G). Denote cp(x,) = hi (16 i <n). We decide first whether or 
not there exists OEC such that for each k 2 1 there exist hi,, . . . , his such that 
This is an instance of the decidable DTOL infinity problem. If for every k such 
morphisms exist, L(G) is infinite, Suppose therefore that there exists k such that for 
any ~EC, any sa 1 and il, . . . . i, (1 Gil, . . . . s, i <n) we have 
[hi,...his(F)(<k. 
This implies that the set H + defined by 
H+={h+ hi,/q>l, l<il,...,iqd~~} 
is finite. 
Next we construct a labelled graph 9. The set of nodes of 93 is H + and the set of 
labels is (0, l}. 3 has an arrow labelled 1 from h to h’ if and only if there exist a term 
axi, . . . xi,b (t 2 1) of R and an integer j (1 <:j< t) such that h’= hhij and at least one of 
the sets {h(a)}, (h(b)}, hhip(L(G)), p#j (1 dp<t) is not equal to {A}. 9’ has an arrow 
labelled 0 from h to h’ if and only if h’ = hhi for some i (1 <i < n). We claim that L(G) is 
infinite if and only if there exists hEH+ such that in $9 there is a cycle from h to h at 
least one arrow of which has label 1. 
Suppose first that h-rhi, + ... -thin-h is a cycle in 3 where at least one arrow has 
label 1. Then there exist words uO,vO~C* such that auOh(L(G))vObsL(G). Further- 
more, there exist words Uj, Vj~~* (1 <j<p+ 1) such that 
auOulu2...up+lh(L(G))vp+1...u2ulv,bcL(G) 
and the word 
is nonempty. Continuing in the same way, we see that L(G) contains arbitrarily long 
words. 
Conversely, if 97 does not have such a cycle, it is not difficult to see that there exists 
an integer t such that if WEL(G) then 
w=ahl(wl)h2(w2)...h,(w,)b 
for some q<t, words ~~,...,w,~(C*nsupp(qc(R)))u(a,b} and hl,...,&~H+. 
Because the length of each ij(Wj) is bounded (1 <j<q), this implies that L(G) is finite. 
The theorem follows because the construction of 9 is effective. q 
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Suppose G1 =(C, R, cpl) and G2 =(C, R, cpz) are arbitrary gDTOL systems. Then it is 
undecidable whether or not L(G,)= L(G,). This follows from the undecidability of 
DTOL language equivalence problem. The most general positive decidability result we 
know is an immediate consequence of a deep result of Ruohonen [16]. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose G=(C,h, w) is a DOL system and G, =(C, R, cpl) is a linear 
gDTOL system. Then it is decidable whether or not L(G)=L(G,). 
Proof. Choose letters a,b$C. By Lemma 4.3, the language aL(Gl)b is a DTOL 
language (if nonempty). Clearly, aL(G)b is a DOL language. The claim follows because 
the DOL-DTOL language equivalence problem is decidable (see [16]). 0 
It is an open question whether or not the assumption that G1 is linear is necessary in 
Theorem 4.5. 
Suppose again that Gi =(C, R, cpl) and G2 =(C, R, cp2) are gDTOL systems. Denote 
Pi(xi, . . ..x.)=(qi)C(R) (i= 1,2) and gj=Cpi(xj), hj=cp,(xj) (1 <j<n). Suppose that 
C*nsupp(P,)=C*ns~pp(P~). Now define recursively the relation s from L(G,) into 
UG2) by 
UPS if u~.Z*nsupp(P,)=C*nsupp(P,), 
~*(cO)hi,(V1)(P*(cl)hi2(UZ)~2(cZ)...hir(uk)~Z(ck) 
ES(~1(CO)Sil(U1)~71(C1)Si2(U2)(P1(C2)...Si~(Uk)(P1(Ck)), 
if CgXil~1Xi~C2...XirCk is a term of R (c=EC*, x~EX) and UjEs(Uj), 
UjEC” (l<j<k). 
We say that G1 and G2 are sequence equivalent if and only if C*nsupp(Pi)= 
C*nsupp(P,) and the relation s is the identity mapping on L(G,). 
The decidability status of gDTOL sequence equivalence problem is open although 
some cases can easily be reduced to the decidable DTOL sequence equivalence 
problem. 
Theorem 4.6. Given two linear gDTOL systems G1 and G2, it is decidable whether or not 
G1 and G2 are sequence equivalent. 
Proof. The claim follows by the proof of Lemma 4.3 because DTOL sequence equiva- 
lence problem is decidable. q 
5. Generalized DTOL languages: subword complexity 
In this section we study the subword complexity of gDTOL languages. Our main 
result sheds light upon the increase in generative capacity caused by the nonlinear 
terms in gDTOL systems. 
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It is not possible to establish nontrivial upper bounds for the subword complexity 
of gDOL or gDTOL languages in the general case. This follows because, for example, 
C + is a gDOL language, whenever C is a finite alphabet. 
We call a gDTOL system G=(Z, R(xI, . . , xn), cp) permutation-free if each cp(xs) 
(1 <s<n) is nonerasing and there does not exist kl, . . ..kiE{q(x.), . . ..q(x.)j and ~EC 
such that kl . . . ki(a)=a (i> 1). If G is permutation-free there exists an integer j such 
that 
jki, . ..ki.(a)IB2 (1) 
for any ~FC and hi,, . . . . kikE{q(xl), ,.., q(x,,)} provided that k>j. Notice that the 
permutation-freeness of q(xl), . . . ,9(x,,) does not imply the permutation-freeness of G. 
The purpose of this section is to establish the following result. 
Theorem 5.1. IfG is a permutation-free gDTOL system, there exist positive reals 8,~ 
suck that, for any k> 1 
card(subk L(G)) ~2”~‘-‘. 
Theorem 5.1 implies that if G = (Z, R, cp) is a permutation-free gDTOL system then 
lim n-k card(SUbkL(G))=O, 
k-rm 
where n = card(C) 3 2. Hence, the subword complexity of permutation-free gDTOL 
languages lies below that of DTOL languages. On the other hand, the subword 
complexity of permutation-free gDTOL languages greatly transcends that of permuta- 
tion-free DTOL languages (resp. linear permutation-free gDTOL languages). (By 
definition, a DTOL system G=(C, {k,, . . . . k,}, w) is permutation-free if (1) holds for 
any FEZ and i,, . . . . ik provided that k is sufficiently large.) This follows from the next 
result due to Ehrenfeucht et al. [2]. Because the result is needed in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, we give a short proof. 
Theorem 5.2 (Ehrenfeucht et al. [2]). Suppose kI, . . . . k,: C*+C* are everywhere 
growing morpkisms. If 1~132 is an integer, denote F= (WEE” ( (WI <m) and 
L=Cki,.,,ki,( )I w WEF, t31, l<i, ,..., i,<n). Tkenfor any k>l, 
Card(SUbkl)d ekf, 
where e and f are positive reals. 
Proof. Suppose uesub, L. Choose the smallest integer t such that there exists a word 
U of length at most m such that 
UESUbk(ki,... hi,(G)) 
for some iI, . . , i, (1 d il , . . ..i.,<n). Suppose 2’-’ >k. Because]ki,...ki,_,(o)l~2’-’ for 
any 0~1, this implies that there exists a subword U’ of hi,(G) of length at most two such 
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that 
UEsUbk(hil...hit_I(U’)). 
Because this is impossible by the choice of t, we must have 2*-l <k. Hence 
t < 1 +log, k. Therefore, any uEsub, L is a subword of a word hi, . ..hi.(ri), where 
t<l+log,k and lii]dm. Because 
lki, . ..ki.(C)l<mei, 
where e, is a positive integer, we have 
card(sub, L)<(2+log, k)nl~‘“gzke~me~~‘o~*k, 
where e2 is a positive integer. This implies the claim. cl 
Before the proof of Theorem 5.1, two definitions and a lemma are needed. 
Suppose G=(Z, R(xI, . . ..x.), cp) is a gDTOL system. Denote W,= C *n 
supp(cpc(R)) and consider the set H={cp(xl), . . ..q(x.,)} as an alphabet. A normal 
representation over G is a word over the alphabet CuHu{( , )}. The set of normal 
representations is defined as follows: 
(i) Each WE IV, is a normal representation. 
(ii) If VoXi,V1...Xil,Vk iS a term Of qc(R) (Vg ,..., &EC*) and cp(Xi,)=ki= and 
Uiohil(Uir)Uir . . . hipi(Uioi)Uip, (1 d i < k) are normal representations (hi,, . . ., ~iBi~H +, 
ViO, .*.,ViflcEC*, Uilr ...> UF~EC+), SO iS Voki,(V,o)kil~~1(Ull)ki,(Vll)...ki,h;p,(ula,)ki, 
(VlP,)Vl.*. Uk-lki~(UkO)hikkkl(Ukl)ki,(Vkl)...kirh;iP*(UkPr)kik(Ukak)Uk, provided that each 
factor of the form k(n) is deleted. 
Obviously, a word w has a normal representation if and only if weI,( 
Example 5.3. Define G=({a},R( xl,xd,d by Rh,.d=a+x,+x,+x:, qh)=g 
and (p(x2)= k, where g(a)= a* and k(a)= a4. Then ggg(a), gk(a) and gg(a)gg(a) are 
normal representations of a8 while k(a)k(a) and g(a4) are not. 
A given normal representation c( has a unique factorization over C + u H + (C + ) such 
that no two consecutive factors belong to C +. These factors are called the inherent 
factors of M. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose G = (C, R, q) is a gDTOL system. Denote by d the degree of R in X. 
Suppose c1 is a normal representation over G. Then the number of inherent factors of cI in the 
set H’(Z’) is at most (d+l)d’ (ial). 
Proof. The claim follows by a straightforward inductive argument. q 
Example 5.5. Define a gDTOL system G = (C, P(x), cp) by P(x) = w + xx and q(x) = k, 
where hEHorn( Then L= L(G) satisfies the equation 
L= wuk(L)k(L). 
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Now replace on the right-hand side each L by wuk(L)k(L) to obtain the equation 
L= wuk(w)k(w)uk(w)k2(L)k2(L)ukZ(L)1z2(L)k(w)ukz(L)k2(L)k2(L)k2(L). 
Hence, L is a fixed point of (Z,P’2’(x), qc2’), where 
P’2’(~)=~+k(w)k(w)+ k(w)xx+xxk(w)+xxxx 
and 
(p”‘(x) = k2. 
By Lemma 2.5, the language generated by G (*) = (C, P’*‘(x), 40’~‘) equals L. Notice that 
cp’2’(x)+P(-x)2 1. 
By continuing in the same way one can obtain gDTOL systems G”‘=(Z,P”‘(x), rp”‘) 
generating L such that 
(p(i)(X)E{cp(X)i} (i>2). 
These systems are called the speed-ups of G. 
In the same way, one can obtain speed-ups of any gDTOL system. The formal 
definition is left to the reader. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose G =(Z, R(x 1, . . . . x,),9). Denote q(Xi)=kir ldibk. 
Because G is permutation-free there exists an integer j such that 
Iki,...ki,(a)/>2 
for any ~SEZ and hi,, . . . . ki,~(k,, . . . . k,} provided that k>j. Without restriction we 
suppose that j= 1. If this does not hold true for G, we replace G by a suitable speed-up. 
We now fix a positive integer k and count the subwords of L(G) of length k. Suppose 
WEE* is such a subword of a word with the normal representation 
v,h,(u,)v,...h,(u,)u,,1. 
Suppose w is a subword of the word 
Uyhr(uy)...hy+s(Uy+s)Uy+s+lr (2) 
where s>,2 and w is not a subword of u~+~~~+~(u~+~)...u~+~+~ or u,ft,(tl,)...u,+,. 
Denote again the degree of R in X by d. If d =O, the claim trivially holds. If d = 1, the 
claim follows easily from Theorem 5.2. Therefore, we suppose that d >; 2. We assume first 
that s > d(d + 1). Choose a positive integer i such that 
(d+l)(d+d2+...+di)<s<(d+l)(d+d2+~~.+di+’). 
If hE(k,, . . . . k,}’ we have (h(u)Jg2’ for any nonempty UEZ* (t3 1). Therefore, by 
Lemma 5.4 and the choice of i, 
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where e. is a positive real. Because s<(d+l)d’+‘, we have i>log&(d+1)-‘d-2). 
Therefore, 
where e, is a positive real. Therefore, 
s<ez.k’-“‘, (3) 
where ez and ai are positive reals. By changing the real e2 if necessary, (3) holds also if 
sdd(d+ 1). 
Now, if ~32 is fixed, the number of possibilities for the word 
~.;+~h.,+~(~~+~)...h~+~_~(~~+~-~)u~+~ in (2) is at most 
e~~.(logzk)“-‘.(n’“gzk)“-‘, 
(4) 
where e3 is a positive integer. This follows because, in (2), the length of any h,, 
y + 1 <t < y + s - 1, is less than log, k. It follows from Theorem 5.2 that for fixed v,, uy 
(resp. u .9+S, u?+~+ i) the words u$~(u~) (resp. hy+s(~y+s)~y+s+ 1) have at most ek* suffices 
(resp. prefixes) of length less than k. (Here e and f are positive reals.) 
Next, if (2) is fixed the number of the subwords of (2) which are not subwords of 
~y+l~y+l(~y+l)...~y+s+~ or &A~y)..~~y+s is at most k. Therefore, by (3) and (4) the 
number of subwords of L(G) of length k, which are not subwords of words of the form 
z&(u) v’h(u’)u”, is at most 
ak’-” 
1 k.e’:.(ekf)2.eZ3S.(log2k)S-1(n’ogZk)s-1g2e4k’-’: 
s=2 
where e4 and E are positive reals. Hence, to complete the proof it suffices to apply 
Theorem 5.2. q 
Theorem 5.1 does not hold even for DTOL systems without the assumption concern- 
ing permutation-freeness (see [ 121). Theorem 5.1 is optimal even if only permutation- 
free gDOL systems are considered. 
Example 5.6. Denote C= {a, b) and define P(x)= a + b+(xa2)“-‘xa (s 22). Suppose 
that h : C*-+C* is a morphism such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) (h(o)(=2 for any aEC, 
(ii) h(a)#a2 for any aEC, 
(iii) h is injective. 
Define the permutation-free gDOL system G=(C,P,q) by q(x)=h. Now L(G) is 
unambiguously generated. More specifically, if 
h(Ul)&(U2)U2 . ..h(u.)a=h(vl)a%(v,)a2...h(v,)a, 
then Ui = vi for 1 < i < s. It is not difficult to see that there are at least 2”’ distinct words of 
length 2(2s)‘- 1 in L(G). Suppose now that 
card(sub,L(G)) d 2dk’ ‘, 
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where 6 and E are positive reals, holds true for all k3 1. Then we must have 
s’66.(2(2s)‘-l)‘-” 
for all t> 1. This is possible only if 
s,<(2s)‘? 
Therefore, 
&<(log2+logs)-‘log2. 
Notice that 
(log2+logs)-‘log2+0 when s-+co. 
Therefore, the bound given in Theorem 5.1 is optimal in the sense that no positive lower 
bound can be given for E. 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have studied the fixed points of (homomorphic) interpretations of 
noncommutative polynomials. It turned out to be reasonable to call the least fixed 
points generalized DTOL languages. It is clear that one can also study larger classes 
such as 9(CgDTOL), _Y(HgDTOL) and _Y(EgDTOL). The first two are obtained by 
applying codings (resp. homomorphisms) to gDTOL languages. The class Z(EgDTOL) 
is obtained by intersecting gDTOL languages with the languages of the form d *, where 
d is a finite alphabet. We hope to return to the theory of EgDTOL systems in 
a forthcoming paper. We have not studied closure properties of gDTOL languages 
because this topic is more properly discussed in connection with EgDTOL systems. 
We have also not discussed various hierarchies of gDTOL languages. An interesting 
one arises by considering the classes _Ym,. consisting of the least fixed points of 
polynomials of the form P(x, , . . . , x,) where the degree of P in X is at most m. 
It is also possible to define and study gTOL systems. These are obtained as gDTOL 
systems with the exception that each variable XEX is interpreted as a finite substitution. 
A very natural way to study formal power series closely connected with L systems 
arises by studying power series which are fixed points of (homomorphic) interpreta- 
tions of noncommutative polynomials. In this case the semiring B can be replaced by 
other semirings. 
Finally, our approach can be modified to the study of w-languages. 
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